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Abstract  

  

Selection of a set of dominant echo features to classify seafloor sediments using a multilayer perceptron 

neural network is investigated at two acoustic frequencies (33 and 210 kHz). Several sets of inputs with 

different combination of two, three, four, five, and six echo features are exploited with a three-layer neural 

network. The performances of the network are analyzed as seafloor sediment classifier to assess the most 

discriminating set of echo features. The results on overall average performances reveal that the sets consist of 

backscatter strength and time spread as well as backscatter strength and Hausdroff dimension have relatively 

higher discriminating characteristics at 33 and 210 kHz respectively. In addition, a set of four features 

consisting of backscatter strength; time spread, statistical skewness, and Hausdroff dimension gives the 

highest success at both the acoustic frequencies.  
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Introduction   

A wide range of applications in the field of marine geology, hydrographic, marine engineering, and 

fisheries science require knowledge on seafloor sediments. Conventional methods such as collection of 

sediment samples with grabs and analysis of samples in a laboratory provide an accurate assessment on this 

aspect. However, these methods give information on sediment properties at discrete locations in offline mode 

of operations. Therefore, remote acoustic methods for rapid classification over a wide area in offline as well 

as online mode of operations have gained importance in the recent years. Several model-free techniques such 

as statistical (Orlowski 1984; Pace and Gao 1988; Legendre et al. 2002; van Walree et al 2005) and neural 

network methods (Stewart et al 1992; Alexandrou and Pantzartzis 1993; Zerr et al. 1994; Stewart et al. 1994; 

Michalopoulou et al. 1995; Chakraborty et al. 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004; Zhou and Chen 2005; De and 

Chakraborty 2009) have been evolved in the field of classification of seafloor.   

Most of the widely used neural network techniques use some kind of parameters as inputs, called 

echo features, which are usually derived from seafloor backscatter data. Selection of echo features or input 

variables to a neural network is an important criterion for achieving higher success in the classification of 

seafloor sediments and for saving computational time. Improper selection of input features not only leads to 

insignificant success rate in the classification of seafloor sediments but also faces difficulties in converging 

the training of a neural network. As such there is no general rule for deciding the best features for a given 

problem (Chakraborty 2002). It is widely accepted that the selection of input features mainly depends on the 

type of application and the physical processes under study (Stewart et al. 1994). In general, principal 

component analyses are widely used as a preprocessor for selection of dominant features (Ghosh et al. 1992; 

Stepnowski et al. 2003) in classifying seafloor sediments with neural networks. However, principal 

component analysis may not always provide an optimum solution (De and Chakraborty 2009). Therefore, 

selection of a best set of echo features is an important aspect in classification of seafloor sediments using 

various model-free techniques.      

The objective of the present paper is to investigate the relative importance of different sets of few 

widely used echo features for classification of seafloor utilizing a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network 

(trained with backpropagation algorithm). An optimum set of features with dominant characteristics is 

decided by analyzing the effects of different sets of echo features on the performance of a given network.   

 
 
 
 



Data  

Dual frequency (33 and 210 kHz) backscatter echo data were acquired using hull-mounted Reson 

Navitronic NS-420 normal incidence single beam echo sounder from twenty locations in the western 

continental shelf of India (Chakraborty et al. 2005; Navelkar and Mahale 2005). Echo waveforms for each 

transmission cycle are extracted from backscatter data using Hilbert Transform. The shapes and powers of 

backscatter signals change significantly with seafloor depth due to spreading and absorption losses, even if 

the seafloor sediment remains same. To overcome this, time adjustments are made on the averaged echo 

waveforms (Pouliquen 2004) at a reference seafloor depth of 50m (approximate average of all the spot 

depths). Finally, all the averaged echoes are normalized and seven echo features are extracted. These features 

are backscatter strength (BS) (Chakraborty et al. 2007); statistical skewness (StatSkew), statistical time-

spread (TS), spectral skewness (SpSkew), spectral width (SpWidth), spectral kurtosis (SpKurt) (van Walree 

2005; Tegowski and Lubniewski 2002); and Hausdroff dimension (HD) (Tegowski and Lubniewski 2000).    

Sediment samples were collected using Van-Veen grab at the same twenty locations (where 

backscatter echo data were acquired) to obtain ground truth on sediment types. Sediment types are 

determined from the percentage compositions of sand, silt and clay in surface sediment samples (Shepard 

1954). Analysis revealed that four types of seafloor sediments namely clayey-silt, silt, silty-sand, and sand 

sediments are available in the experimental area. This ground truth on sediment type is used to decide four 

target vectors in the training and testing processes of the neural network analysis.  

MLP Network as Sediment Classifier  

An artificial neural network consists of a set of processing units, called artificial neurons, and 

weighted interconnections between the neurons. One of the most widely used neural network model in 

classification of seafloor sediments is the multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network with backpropagation 

(Stewart et al. 1994; Michalopoulou et al. 1995; Chakraborty 2002). A typical network consists of an input 

layer, an output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Information enters through the input layer and 

processed information is obtained through the output layer. During the process, each neuron in a layer 

receives the collective information from the neurons in the previous layer and produces an output using a 

nonlinear activation function.   

Essentially, it is a process to adjust the interconnecting weights for enabling a network to learn the 

characteristics of input data (called training data). The learning or training process is achieved by modifying 

the interconnecting weights of a neural network to achieve a predefined desired output response to an 



acceptable level. If the response of the network is different from the desired output, an error (between the 

actual output and the desired output) propagates backwards through the network from output to input layer 

through hidden layer(s). During the backpropagation, the network performs a nonlinear optimization to 

minimize the mean square error between the actual and desired outputs. This process continues till the 

optimization process converges according to an acceptable predefined criterion. A network thus trained by 

backpropagation algorithm is used for classification of seafloor sediments. When an unknown input data 

(consisting of echo features) is presented to a trained network, it classifies the input data among one of the 

available classes. The performance of a network is evaluated from the percentage correctness of 

classification.  

Since the objective of the present study is to investigate the relative importance of different sets of 

echo features on the performance of a given network for classification of seafloor sediments, a three-layer 

network is optimally selected. The number of neurons in the hidden layer of a three-layer network is chosen 

as 20. The output layer consists of two neurons. Two neurons are sufficient to classify four types of 

sediments (such as [00], [01], [10], and [11]). Sigmoidal transfer function such as tan sigmoid is used as an 

activation function in each layer of a three-layer network. Resilient backpropagation algorithm is used as 

training algorithm. The neural network toolbox available in MATLAB 7.0 (2004) is used in this study. A 

fixed 15% of the total dataset is optimally used as training dataset and the rest 85% of the total dataset is 

used as validation (or testing) dataset.  

Preparation of input data is one of the important aspects in neural network analysis. A uniform 

scaling is essential to equalize the importance of all the variables. The training algorithm uses the total error 

(from all the outputs) minimization scheme. In the present study, the input data are scaled in such a way that 

the extreme values lie within -1 and +1. Moreover, scaling of data is done in such a way that the data used in 

training are proportionate with that used for testing the network.  

 Methodology  

The performance of a neural network for classification of seafloor sediments greatly depends on 

training dataset. As mentioned earlier, in this study, the training and testing dataset consists of different sets 

echo features. Significant performance can be achieved if suitable echo features with sufficient 

discriminating characteristics are chosen optimally for training a neural network. Therefore, a series of 

experiments are conducted with different sets of echo features as inputs to a three-layer MLP network. 

Different sets of echo features consist of two, three, four, five and six features (taken at a time out of seven 

echo features). Utilizing these sets, the overall percentages of success in classifying seafloor sediments are 



evaluated. Accordingly, when a set with two echo features is used as an input, the network configuration [2-

20-2] (i.e., 2 input neurons, 20 hidden neurons, and 2 output neurons) is used. Similarly, [3-20-2], [4-20-2], 

[5-20-2], and [6-20-2] network configurations are used when the input feature sets consist of three, four, five, 

and six features. Here the number of neurons in the hidden layer is kept at a fixed value to assess the 

performance of a network for different sets of input features. If two or five different echo features are 

selected at a time (without regard to order) out of seven features then there exist 21 sets of inputs (from 

binomial coefficient). Similarly, there exist 35 sets inputs if three or four different echo features are selected 

at a time out of seven; and 7 sets if six different echo features are chosen together.   

The performance (percentage success of correct classification during testing) of the network [2-20-2] 

is evaluated with a set of two echo features (for example BS and TS) for all sand, silty sand, silt, and clayey 

silt sediments at twenty locations. Subsequently, an average percentage of success of the network is 

computed by taking a mean value of the successes at four sedimentary environments. However, this average 

percentage of success of the network depends on the initial values of interconnecting weights (i.e., 

initialization of the weights during the training of a network). Therefore, the network [2-20-2] is trained and 

tested ten times with ten different sets of initial weights. The number ten is chosen arbitrarily to take into 

account the variations of initial weights (which are chosen randomly during the training process) on the 

performances of a network. Subsequently, an overall average percentage of success is obtained by taking the 

average of these ten sets of results (for the above-said two features, BS and TS). Similarly, the same 

procedure is followed for rest of the 20 sets of input features (such as [BS, HD], [TS, HD], [StatSkew, HD] 

etc.) to compute the overall average percentages of success for the network [2-20-2]. Consequently, the 

overall average percentages of success are computed for all 21 sets of input features for the network [5-20-2]. 

Similarly, 35 sets of overall average percentages of success are computed for the networks [3-20-2] as well 

as [4-20-2], and 7 sets for the network [6-20-2].  

 Results and Discussions  

  The overall average percentages of success thus obtained from all these five networks are first sorted 

in ascending order (separately for each network) and plotted in Fig. 1 for 33 kHz and Fig. 2 for 210 kHz. The 

sequence numbers along X-axes of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 essentially indicate different sets of echo features. 

However, a particular sequence number for [2-20-2] and for [5-20-2] does not represent the same feature set 

(as [2-20-2] network has two input features and [5-20-2] has five input features). These plots clearly indicate 

how the performances of a network vary with different sets of input features, if all other parameters remain 

same. The following observations are obtained from these experiments.  



1.  The overall average percentage of success in classifying seafloor sediments with a MLP network is 

reasonably higher for 210 kHz than that for 33 kHz.  

2.  More numbers of echo features are required for achieving higher success rate at 33 kHz. A set of two or 

three echo features as an input to the network could not produce maximum success rate beyond 89% at 

33 kHz. However, sets of four, five, and six echo features as an input to the network produce maximum 

success rate nearly 92%-93% at 33 kHz. On the other hand, the maximum overall average percentages of 

success lie within 97% to 98.5% for all sets of input features at 210 kHz.  

This observation can be explained in terms of penetration of the acoustic energies in seafloor sediments. 

The seafloor interface scattering component dominates (compared with lesser sediment volume 

scattering component) in the total backscatter strength at 210 kHz because of lesser penetration of 

acoustic energies in sediment volume. Conversely, 33 kHz penetrates the sediment volume at a relatively 

greater depth (compared to 210 kHz) and thus the sediment volume scattering component (in addition to 

seafloor interface scattering component) has significant effect on the total backscatter strengths. It seems 

that more number of echo features are necessary to discriminate different types of surficial seafloor 

sediments because of the significant contribution of volume scattering component at 33 kHz.  

3.  It is observed that if all echo features are used as input to MLP based classifier, the percentages of 

success for seafloor classification are 91.19±1.73 and 95.43±2.39 respectively for 33 and 210 kHz. 

Therefore, maximum performance of the MLP network degrades marginally with the use of more than 

optimum number of echo features at both the acoustic frequencies. The neural network configuration [4-

20-2] gives highest performance at 33 and 210 kHz. However, the lowest limit of performance for a 

given network increases with the increase in the numbers of features as inputs (as shown in Table 1).   

4. The results show that a set of three features consisting of [BS, TS, StatSkew] and [BS, TS, HD] 

respectively gives maximum success with [3-20-2] network at 33 and 210 kHz. However, the highest 

performance (based on the overall average percentage of success) of the neural network based sediment 

classifier is achieved with a set of four features consisting of BS, TS, StatSkew, and HD. In addition, the 

results show that the percentage increase of success from three-features input set to four-features input 

set is marginal for 210 kHz as compared to 33 kHz.   

The features sets namely [SpKurt, StatSkew] and [SpSkew, SpKurt, StatSkew] give very low (50%) 

success at 33 kHz. On the other hand, the features sets namely [SpSkew, SpWidth], [SpWidth, HD], and 

[SpSkew, SpKurt, SpWidth] give very low (50%) success at 210 kHz for seafloor classifications. In 

addition, it was noticed that training of a neural network does not converge successfully if these feature-



sets of are used.  

5. Moreover, the results reveal that overall average percentage of success decreases drastically (as shown in 

Fig.1 and Fig. 2) after a certain point for all the networks at both the acoustic frequencies 33 and 210 

kHz. The results for 33 kHz reveal that if a feature set contains BS or TS as one of the inputs, seafloor 

classification successes are higher than 73%, 73%, 66% and 76% with [2-20-2], [3-20-2], [4-20-2] and 

[5-20-2] networks respectively. In addition, if BS is one of the input features in a set, seafloor 

classification success is higher than 88% for [6-20-2] network at 33 kHz. It is also observed that if the set 

of features contains backscatter strength (BS) as one of the input features, the overall average percentages 

of success of a network (i.e., performance of a network) are above 89% for 210 kHz. This interesting 

aspect is noticed uniformly in all the cases as shown in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2. The highest and the lowest 

success rates (with STD values) are listed in Table 1 along with the respective sets of features. This helps 

in understanding the relative importance of a set of features for achieving higher success in seafloor 

classification.  

Comparison of Result  

Information on the significant features for classification of seafloor sediments at two acoustic 

frequencies (obtained from this analysis) is compared with that obtained from a previous study in this 

experimental area (De and Chakraborty, 2009). De and Chakraborty (2009) proposed a simple data-driven 

technique with fuzzy c-means algorithm to select a set of three most discriminating echo features. The study 

(De and Chakraborty, 2009) reveals that three sets of echo features namely [BS, TS, StatSkew], [BS, TS, 

HD], and [BS, StatSkew, HD] have prominent discriminating characteristics for classification of sediments. 

Out of these three, the sets [BS, TS, StatSkew] and [BS, TS, HD] perform the best at 33 and 210 kHz 

respectively (De and Chakraborty, 2009).  

 The present analysis also indicates that the sets with three features [BS, TS, StatSkew] and [BS, TS, 

HD] perform the best when used with the network [3-20-2] at 33 and 210 kHz respectively. However, these 

sets of three features do not produce highest success with MLP classifier. As mentioned earlier, a set of four 

echo features namely [BS, TS, StatSkew, and HD] gives maximum success when used with a MLP network 

[4-20-2] at both the acoustic frequencies. A further increase in the number of features as an input set 

degrades the performance of the MLP classifier.  

  



Conclusions  

 This present study demonstrates that if the echo features are selected preferentially as inputs to a MLP based 

sediment classifier; the best performance on the classification is achieved. The use of more number of echo 

features in a given neural network does not increase the success rate of the neural classifier. The analysis 

reveals that backscatter strength; time spread, statistical skewness, and Hausdroff dimension are the most 

dominating echo features (when used as a set) to a MLP neural network for classification of seafloor 

sediments at 33 and 210 kHz.   
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 Figure Captions  

  

Fig. 1   Showing the results of overall average percentage of success obtained with different sets of input 

features at 33 kHz. Each sequence number (along X-axis) represents different feature sets i.e., a 

combination of either two, three, four, five, or six echo features chosen at a time out of seven 

features.  

  

  

Fig.  2  Showing the results of overall average percentage of success obtained with different sets of input 

features at 210 kHz. Each sequence number (along X-axis) represents different feature sets (as 

mentioned in Figure 1a).  

  

  

Table Caption  

  

  

Table 1   Showing the results with highest and lowest overall average percentages of success for 

classification of seafloor sediments with MLP networks. Here F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, and F7 

represent echo features namely BS, SpSkew, SpKurt, SpWidth, TS, StatSkew, and HD 

respectively.  

  



 
 
 

Table 1 Showing the results with highest and lowest overall average percentages of success for 
seafloor classification with MLP networks. Here F1, F2,…, F7 represent echo features namely 
BS, SpSkew, SpKurt, SpWidth, TS, StatSkew, and HD respectively.  
 
Aco-
ustic 
Freq.  

Network 
Configur-

ation  

Highest Overall Success  Lowest Overall Success  

% Success  
± STD  

Feature Set  % Success  
± STD  

Feature Set  

33 
kHz  

[2-20-2]  83.9 ± 1.9 (F1-F5)  46.9 ± 3.8  (F3-F6)  
[3-20-2]  88.7 ± 1.1 (F1-F5-F6)  46.9 ± 1.7  (F2-F3-F6)  
[4-20-2]  92.8 ± 1.3 (F1-F5-F6-F7)  52.2 ± 2.9  (F2-F3-F6-F7)  
[5-20-2]  92.5 ± 1.5 (F1-F3-F5-F6-F7)  66.3 ± 2.6  (F2-F3-F4-F6-F7)  
[6-20-2]  92.2 ± 1.1 (F1-F2-F4-F5-F6-F7) 81.9 ± 3.6  (F2-F3-F4-F5-F6-F7)  

210 
kHz  

[2-20-2]  97.3 ± 1.0 (F1-F7)  48.9 ± 2.6  (F2-F4) & (F4-F7)  
[3-20-2]  97.8 ± 1.1 (F1-F5-F7)  49.7 ± 2.1  (F2-F3-F4)  
[4-20-2]  98.4 ± 0.6 (F1-F5-F6-F7)  54.7 ± 2.0  (F2-F3-F4-F7)  
[5-20-2]  97.6 ± 1.3 (F1-F3-F5-F6-F7)  58.8 ± 1.1  (F2-F3-F4-F6-F7)  
[6-20-2]  97.1 ± 1.0 (F1-F2-F3-F4-F6-F7) 80.4 ± 3.9  (F2-F3-F4-F5-F6-F7)  
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